
 

Organization Northern Jaguar Project 

Project Location USA/Mexico 

Species Jaguar, Ocelots 

Project Overview The Northern Jaguar Project is a bi-national non-profit organization initiated by           
conservationists from Arizona and Mexico, with the aim of preserving core Jaguar            
populations and essential Jaguar habitat through the establishment, care and          
expansion of protected areas in the Northern Sonoran Desert in Mexico and the             
southwestern United States. Their aspiration is to restore habitat suitable for Jaguars            
and other threatened and endangered species, support wildlife research and          
educational programs, and to reduce conflicts between carnivores and humans. Habitat           
loss, hunting, federal anti-predator programs, and conflicts with livestock have          
precipitated rapid declines of the world’s jaguar populations, and the species is today             
considered endangered throughout its entire range. Nowhere is this more apparent           
than in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands where, within the last 100 years, the jaguar has              
been virtually eliminated. While individual jaguars continue to be documented in the            
mountains of southern Arizona and New Mexico, recent field investigations have           
determined that the nearest breeding population of 80 to 120 jaguars exists in Sonora,              
Mexico, approximately 125 miles south of the border. 
The NJP has aquired land, through donation and purchase, to not only protect jaguar              
habitat but to preserve migratory routes. The Northern Jaguar Reserve now covers 70             
square miles of consistently rough, steep terrain, scultpted by hundreds of canyons and             
cliffs - ideal for jaguars, bobcats and mountain lions. The lands surrounding the             
Northern Jaguar Reserve form one of the largest unbroken expanses of wildlife habitat             
in northern Mexico. NJP is working to identify safe-passage corridors to return Jaguars             
to former U.S habitat along the international border, and the NJP Reserve is the major               
source for cats moving north, it not only provides a crucial safe zone but is the link                 
between protected areas in Arizona, New Mexico and Sonora. On the U.S side of the               
border, jaguars are protected on more than 800,000 acres of national forests, wildlife             
refuges, and private ranches with conservation agreements that prevents their killing.           
As NJP continue to seek land to provide connectivity for the Jaguar to travel northward,               
it appears there efforts are working, with male Jaguars being photographed on both             
sides of the U.S-Mexico border in recent years.  
In addition to land purchase the NJP has established a group known as Jaguar              
Guardians, who are employed to reside on the Reserve, to provide protection for             
Jaguars and other wildlife by maintaining a consistent physical presence detering           
encroachment, poaching and theft. They are also the ones regularly retrieving data            
from the field, which includes managing a series of motion-triggered cameras to            



determine jaguar, deer, and javelina densities, monitoring felid tracks, collecting scat,           
recording wildlife sightings, and determining the cause of death of any carcasses that             
are discovered. 

Website https://www.northernjaguarproject.org 

 

 



 
 

 


